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MEPA'S  OBJECTIVES: 
• To encourage the widest possible spread 

of publications throughout Middle East 
and beyond. 

• To promote and protect by all lawful 
means the publishing industry in Middle 
East 

• To protect members by dealing collec-
tively with problems. 

• To cooperate for mutual benefits with 
other organizations concerned in the 
creation, production and distribution of 
publications. 

• To promote the development of public 
interest in publications in association 
with other publishing organizations with 
similar objectives.  

• To serve as a medium for exchange of 
ideas with respect to publication, sales 
copyright and other matters of interest. 
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 London, Asharq Al-Awsat - Asharq Al-Awsat starts a new year today 
confident of meeting all future challenges based on a qualitative leap in terms of 
the newspaper’s content and concept. This leap is in line with professional jour-
nalistic requirements that will ensure that Asharq Al-Awsat continues bringing 
its readers the most up-to-date news and features in the most efficient manner. 

Since launching in 1978 Asharq Al-Awsat’s philosophy has been based on pro-
viding groundbreaking news coverage, while interacting with its loyal reader-
ship. Our newspaper has ceaselessly pursued this methodology 365-days a year, 
and will continue to do so in all aspects of our journalistic endeavors. 

Throughout its rich history Asharq Al-Awsat has been keen to combine inclu-
siveness in dealing with regional and international news with geographic and 
subject-orientated specialization, from investigative news reports to comprehen-
sively following up local and regional concerns. Regarding the new, we will see 
the return of Asharq Al-Awsat’s Lead Editorial, which – commencing from 
next week – will be published every Monday. This will serve as an independent 
voice for the newspaper reflecting Asharq Al-Awsat’s editorial policy. In addi-
tion to this, the Asharq Al-Awsat Lead Editorial will also serve as an opportu-
nity for the newspaper’s Editorial Board to comment on the most pressing po-
litical and economic news in the world, particularly the Middle East. Within the 
framework of ensuring continuous interaction with our readers and based on 
Asharq Al-Awsat’s policy of keeping abreast with the latest technology, our 
writers and Editorial Staff will append their articles with their e-mail addresses 
and social networking accounts, in order for readers to communicate with them 
directly. 

In today’s ever-changing world the goal of providing excellent journalism re-
mains constant. This is something that has not and will not change. Therefore, 
Asharq Al-Awsat will develop and move forward with confidence, sticking to 
its principles and objective of providing excellent journalistic content. As for 
other new developments, the Asharq Al-Awsat Editorial Board has taken the 
decision, starting from 7 January 2013, to publish the newspaper in one part 
rather than two. In addition to this, the “World of Sports” and “Your Health” 
supplement magazines will be incorporated into the body of the newspaper in 
order to enrich and diversify the newspaper’s content, enhancing the services 
provided to the reader in line with the requirements of an international newspa-
per published in Arab and international capitals. 

As the newspaper approaches its 35th year, Asharq Al-Awsat attests that its suc-
cess can be traced back to the efforts of its editors, journalists, reporters and 
writers whose contributions cemented Asharq al-Awsat’s character. 

Source: Sharq AL Awsat 
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 REFRESH VIDEO OR LOSE VISITORS, STUDY FINDS 

 
   Magazine media publishers failing to update their video content risk damaging 
their brands and losing visitors, a study has found. 

 
The 2012 Video Engagement Study, undertaken by technology company Videobuilder, shows publishers 
failing to provide a steady turnover of fresh video content for readers to engage with are seeing declining 
viewers. Publishers who failed to update their video at all over the six months the study was conducted 
lost almost all of their viewers completely. 
 
The study also showed publishers regularly refreshing their video content or making even small updates to 
it at least every two weeks, see both increasing viewing figures and lengthening stays on their sites, in-
creasing the value of their media space. Publishers refreshing their content every two weeks typically saw 
a 20 per cent increase month on month in viewing figures, rising further if social media was employed to 
tell readers new content was available to view. 
 
In almost all cases, it was publishers using curated third party video content that benefitted from the most 
engaged readers, mainly because they can afford to refresh their content more regularly. Publishers relying 
mainly on self-produced video content typically produce it less often, refresh it less often, and conse-
quently see a steadying decline in engagement, the study found. 
 
“If a publisher issued the same edition of their magazine every month, they’d quickly lose all of their read-
ers. Old content makes newspapers and magazines look unloved, and it’s not surprising readers are going 
elsewhere and abandoning magazines or newspapers failing to provide them with fresh content”, said An-
drew Petherick, business development director at Videobuilder. 
 
“YouTube’s head of global partnerships predicted that by 2014, 90 per cent of all internet traffic will be 
video; Cisco independently predicted the same.  Publishers ignoring this are taking a massive risk with 
their businesses.  While it’s unrealistic to think they can produce video content in the sorts of volumes that 
readers are now, and will be, demanding, video curation is a quick, efficient and extremely cost effective 
way for publishers to reap the benefits that video has to offer”, he continued. 
 
The report was compiled after studying exported Videobuilder analytics from 200 UK and US based B2B 
and B2C magazines between 15 June -15 November 1012.    
 
The study also showed that the optimum length for video content differed between consumer and business 
viewers, with consumer viewers willing to spend almost twice as long watching content as their business 
counterparts. 
 
SOURCE: FIPP 
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KT top English paper for social media exposure 
 
Khaleej Times has been ranked the UAE’s top English newspaper for social media 
in Forbes Middle East’s Top Media Online Awards for the Arab World.  
 
With 55,300 Facebook fans and social media exposure of 22.3 per cent,KTranked 
sixth in the category for the entire Arab world, led by the country’s Arabic-language 
paper Al Bayan with 27.3 per cent exposure, based on data from November. Other 
newspapers in the country also featured, with Arabic-language Al Ittihad coming in 
at 10th place, while The National and Gulf News secured 13th and 17th positions, 
respectively. 
 
Forbes Middle East presented the rankings of Top Newspapers Online in the Arab 
World for the third consecutive year at a gala dinner held on Wednesday night. Sami 
Al Qamzi, Director-General of the Department of Economic Development in Dubai 
and Deputy Chairman of Dubai Media Incorporated, presented the awards at a cere-
mony attended by key figures in the region’s media industry as well as government 
representatives and prominent business leaders. 
 
This year, Forbes Middle East’s ranking of newspapers online focuses not only on Arabic language publications, but also those published 
in English. The magazine researched newspapers with online presence across 18 countries, with 14 countries making it to the final list, 
encompassing 71 media outlets. 
 
Six newspapers from the UAE found a place in the ranking of Top Newspapers Online in the Arab World. Al Ahram secured the top posi-
tion with 74.5 million visitors and 24.1 per cent social media exposure. The Gulf News secured third place, while Emarat Al Youm and Al 
Bayan secured 8th and 9th positions, respectively. Khaleej Times was declared 16th in overall rankings. 
  
Top websites 
Forbes Middle East, for the first time, announced top websites in the Arab World. The ranking covers four main areas — news, econom-
ics, lifestyle and sport. News sites took the lion’s share of ranking with 52.5 per cent. Of the 13 participating news-centred websites pro-
viding data, Egypt-based Masrawy topped the ranking followed by Saudi Arabia’s Sabq and Morocco’s Hespress. 
 
Koora, Yalla Koora and Hi Koora secured top three positions in sport with 36.7 per cent of the website ranking. 
 
Lifestyle websites took 7.3 per cent of the pie and the regional site Hawaaworld led the ranking, followed by Ana Zahra and Zafafi. 
The top three regional sites focusing on economics, which represented 3.62 per cent of the total ranking, were led by Argaam, AME Info, 
Mubasher and Zawya.   
  
Top TV channels online 
Forbes Middle East also introduced a sub-ranking titled the Top TV Channels in the Arab World. The UAE-based Al Arabiya, which re-
corded the highest number of online visitors with an impressive figure of 306.6 million, won the top position. 
 
Qatar-based Al Jazeera, with 277.9 million visits, secured the second place while Russia-based Rusiya Al Yaum was declared third with a 
visit rate of 51.4 per cent — the highest amongst the three online TV channels. 
 
Earlier, Dr Nasser Al Tayyar, president of Arab Publisher House, the exclusive publisher of Forbes Middle East, delivered the welcome 
address and highlighted the regional media achievements and progress. 
 
Forbes Middle East editor-in-chief Khuloud Al Omian discussed the explosion of social media within the Middle East and Africa region 
and said the emerging media have gripped societies across the Arab world. 
 
Commenting on this year’s list, Al Omian said: “In comparison with last year, it is clear that print media is making strong progress in 
terms of content, quality and appearance. Furthermore, it is embracing technological advancements to further develop the publishing sec-
tor and enhance the traditional media that journalists and readers are so attached to.” 
 
Forbes Middle East sales and marketing executive director Justina Eitzinjer underlined the need to develop quality web content and high-
lighted the importance of advertising for online media. 
 
Forbes Middle East is the licensed Middle Eastern version of the world-renowned Forbes magazine. The magazine researches and pub-
lishes rankings based on the criteria of neutrality, authenticity, and commitment to the scientific research and the quality of standards set 
globally by Forbes Media, US. 
 
Source: Khaleej Times 
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Date : 28 - 29 November 2012 
Location :  The Address Dubai Marina, Dubai, UAE  

Source: http://www.terrapinn.com/conference/engage-middle-east/ 
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WAN-IFRA: The 8th Middle East Conference on 26 and 
27 February 2013 

Date : 26– 27 February 2013 
Location :  JW Marriott Hotel Dubai, Dubai, United Arab Emirates 
Source: http://www.wan-ifra.org/events/8th-middle-east-conference 

There is no doubt that today’s newspaper industry is experiencing unparalleled change: publishers are 

leaving no stone uncovered as they strive to transform their businesses and thrive in the new ecosystem 

And the 8th Middle East Conference on 26 and 27 February in Dubai offers an ideal opportunity for publish-

ing executives to discover a wealth of regional and international best-practice ideas. 

In this case, “The sky is NOT the limit,” as the conference theme suggests: some of the industry’s most re-

nowned experts and publishers will share their successful strategies and participants will have ample opportu-

nity to network with them and other colleagues from all over the world. 

• Experience a virtual tour around the Middle East as senior executives from the region share the latest trends. 

• Hear how print is still thriving and driving much of the business. 

• Explore new revenue streams from both digital and print. 

• Find out who will pay for your content. 

• And much more. 
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 The Pan Arab Research Center has released 2012's total advertising statistics. 
The measured advertising spending clocked a healthy 19% growth year-over-year in 
2012 in the region to reach US$17.1 billion. UAE is back on track of robust growth 
trajectory as it retained the top spending market position in the region with 9% growth. 
UAE has witnessed a steep decline of 27% during 2009 at the height of global financial 
crisis but has been recovered smartly since then. 
 

The local spending in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia saw 8% surge riding on growth observed in key sectors namely 
auto, tourism, telecom etc . The government spending that was capped and even curtailed (-17%) shares a fifth of 
the total spending in the market is likely to get a boost; the effects of which are likely to seep positively into other 
sectors as a cascading effect. The market is heavily targeted using Pan Arab Media. 
 
Pan Arab Media with multi-markets reach, now shares 61% of the total regional spending as number of advertisers 
took shelter in targeting multi-markets as compared to local markets. The external factors namely global economic 
and Arab spring in regional neighborhood impacted the confidence level to certain extent. Pan Arab Media used to 
share 37% of the regional spending in 2007. 
 
Egypt , the leading regional advertising market of 2010 saw its spending plunging by half during 2011. The market 
witnessed an upswing of around 53% during H1 2012 but was battered in second half as political stability reflected 
on advertiser’s confidence. However the market is still able to post 17% gains over the year. Kuwait spending was 
flat and remained unchanged while Qatar posted a modest gain of 4% over the year. All other regional markets are 
in red. Lebanon spending declined by 4% while Oman and Jordan saw 3 percent point decrease each and Bahrain 
spending tumbled by 20%. 
 
Amongst major media types, Television continued with its handsome gains and saw its share climbing to 69% with 
28% surge in spending. Spending on Print remained flat during the year as Newspaper and Magazine spending fluc-
tuated within a single percent variation each. Newspaper shares 21% of the total spend down from 41% it used to 
occupy during 2008.Outdoor spending has been projected to have gained 23% as it shares around 4% of the total 
spending. Radio occupies a single percent share and witnessed 33% surge in spending. 
 
Food & Beverages has replaced Telecommunication sector to top the rank amongst most advertised sector in the re-
gion as the sector spending leapfrogged by 47%.The sector shares 19% of the total monitored spending. Communi-
cation sector managed decent 8% gains over the last year. Toiletries ranking third saw its spending surging by 19%. 
The top two most advertised brands are Pepsi and Coca Cola. The next three most advertised brands all belong to 
Telecommunication and are Mobily, Vodafone and Etisalat Egypt in order of their spending. Pepsico, P&G, Unile-
ver, Coca Cola and Nestle are the region’s top advertisers. 
 
The internet usage has significantly increased over the past years as per TGI Surveys conducted by Parc in the re-
gion. The recent TGI UAE survey reveals internet penetration reaching 84% in UAE that is comparable to any de-
veloped or western market. Further internet also demonstrate the capability to carry other media vehicles as online 
Newspaper total penetration has reached to around 33% in the top advertising market in the region. This is likely to 
force advertisers to allocate a budget for the medium despite the challenges. 
 
The fundamentals of the region are very strong and as demonstrated by surplus budget in oil rich kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia. UAE is also on the path to solid growth track. Egypt market is closely watched by advertisers as it holds 
volume potential. A strong growth in advertising is likely to be witnessed in 2013 with some key markets namely 
KSA, UAE and Pan Arab Media indicating robust growth. (Full tables and graphs in the following pages) 

Source: MEDIAME 
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Dubai Media City; 
- Media Business Center, 2nd Floor, No 06 
- 5th floor, No. 506 
 - Building No. 2, CNN 
P O Box: 502038, Dubai, UAE.  

Tel: +971-4-3916559 
Fax: +971-4-3918019 
E-mail: mepa@mepa.cc 

Middle East Publishers Association MEPA 
is a FZ. LLC organization with the motto of 
building a society of publishers that will 
think and act for the benefits of the publish-
ing industry. 
 
The aim of MEPA is to serve, promote and 
protect the interest of press and electronic 
publishers, whilst raising the future stan-
dards of the publishing industry in the Mid-
dle East. 

MIDDLE EAST PUBLISHERS’ 
ASSOCIATION 

WE  ARE  ON THE WEB : 
WWW.MEPA.CC 


